CORRIGENDUM

Notice Inviting e-Tenders No.11/C/D1/2020-21/01
Name of work: Providing and fixing temporary barricading all around of A ,C & B and E block at Hall-1

The DSR 2018 rates are inclusive of GST while items of sub head “MINOR CIVIL MAINTENANCE WORK” (Market rates) are without GST. The Institute is paying the GST separately along the bills, so that the GST components have been deducted from the rates of DSR 2018 items. Inadvertently the GST component has also been deducted from the rates of “MINOR CIVIL MAINTENANCE WORK” (Market rates).

Therefore the already uploaded Bill of Quantity is being replaced with revised one. Now due to change of GST the estimated cost in NIT shall now be read as Rs. 5,82,149.00 instead of Rs. 5,10,433.00. The cost of EMD in NIT shall be read as Rs. 11,643.00 instead of Rs. 10,209.00.

The other terms and conditions of the NIT shall remain the same.

No. IWD/Div-I/972 Dated: 3/9/2020

Executive Engineer